Comparative microstructures and cytotoxicity assays for ballistic aerosols composed of micrometals and nanometals: respiratory health implications
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Abstract: Aerosol particulates collected from ballistic penetration and erosion events for W–Ni–Co and W–Ni–Fe kinetic energy rod projectiles penetrating steel target plates were observed to be highly cytotoxic to human epithelial A549 lung cells in culture after 48 hours of exposure. The aerosol consisted of micron-sized Fe particulates and nanoparticulate aggregates consisting of W, Ni or W, Co, and some Fe, characterized by scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy, and using energy-dispersive (X-ray) spectrometry for elemental analysis and mapping. Cytotoxic assays of manufactured micron-sized and nanosized metal particulates of W, Ni, Fe, and Co demonstrated that, consistent with many studies in the literature, only the nanoparticulate elements demonstrated measurable cytotoxicity. These results suggest the potential for very severe, short-term, human toxicity, in particular to the respiratory system on inhaling ballistic aerosols.
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Introduction

It is now well established that ultrafine or nanoparticulates with a wide range of morphologies and chemistries exhibit varying degrees of respiratory toxicity as determined by their in vitro cytotoxicity in cell culture assays. 1–4 Correspondingly, atmospheric particulates or aerosol compositions in excess of 1 µm for the same dose do not usually exhibit any detectable cytotoxicity. 1–5

A recent study by Machado et al of filter collections representing aerosol debris resulting from heavy alloy tungsten, kinetic energy rod projectiles penetrating steel plate arrays in steel enclosures demonstrated the induction of rapid and complete death of a human epithelial cell type in culture. 6 This suggests that there may be a severe human toxicity potential for inhaled ballistic aerosol inside an armored vehicle penetrated by a variety of projectiles, particularly of tungsten heavy alloy rods into steel armor.

Earlier work by Guilmette et al 7 addressed the potential health risks for depleted uranium aerosols, while Gold et al 8 also examined aerosols inside an armored vehicle penetrated by tungsten heavy alloy projectiles. While Gold et al 8 and Machado et al 6 detected a variety of ultrafine (nanosized) and fine (micron-sized) particulates, only the work by Machado et al demonstrated severe respiratory health implications, although there was no clear indication of the specific role played by nanoparticulates in contrast with fine micron-sized particulates, or chemical speciation effects.
Machado et al demonstrated a propensity for Fe particles (range 1.0–0.01 µm) as well as smaller W particulates (<1 µm). There was no indication of elemental mixing of the target and tungsten heavy alloy (Fe and W, respectively). Although the projectiles also contained about 8% (weight) of either Fe and Ni, or Fe and Co, there was no significant evidence of these elements either in combined (or alloyed) form or as single-component nanoparticulates in the collected aerosol, even though the nanoparticulate fraction collected on the filters dominated the particle concentration.

In the present study, we performed cell culture assays using a human lung epithelial cell line for micron-sized and nanosized particles of Fe, W, Ni, and Co after careful characterization by both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In addition, we performed energy-dispersive X-ray analysis and high-resolution elemental mapping of previously collected aerosol particles scraped from collection filters in order to establish the elemental compositions (chemistries) for a wide distribution of collected particulates, particularly nanoparticulates, for comparison with the speciated particulates, by doing a comparison of the prior cell culture assay results with those for speciated particulates. Finally, we mixed speciated nanoparticulates (Fe/W, W/Ni, W/Co Fe/Ni, Fe/Co) and examined their cytotoxicity in contrast with the original filter assays, as well as the single-element particulates in the context of synergistic effects for mixed chemistries, especially for the collected nanoparticulates.

**Materials and methods**

**Ballistic aerosol production methodology**

Figures 1 and 2 provide a fundamental overview of debris generation during the penetration and perforation of a kinetic energy rod into a steel target or targets. Beginning with Figure 1A–C, the penetration process is illustrated schematically. As the kinetic energy rod, with initial length \( l_0 \) (Figure 1A), penetrates the target (Figure 1B), both the target and projectile erode, with target material effectively flowing backward (opposite to the projectile penetration direction) along with the erosion products from the penetrator, which is referred to as a rod erosion tube streaming from the head of the penetrating projectile rod. The target also erodes or excavates as a target erosion tube (in Figure 1C) whereupon perforation of the target as illustrated in Figure 1C produces a debris field consisting of aerosol particulates at the back of the target indicated by D in Figure 1C. Figure 1D and 1E illustrate this phenomenon for the penetration (and perforation) of a tungsten heavy alloy rod into a copper target. Figure 1D shows a half-section for the penetrated target, while Figure 1E illustrates a flash X-ray image for the eroded rod projectile exiting the target at P. The X-ray radiograph also captures the debris field production at the back of the target.

As described in detail by Pizaña et al and by Murr and Pizaña, the erosion of a steel target and penetrating kinetic energy rod as shown schematically in Figures 1B and 1C occurs by solid-state flow of both the eroding projectile and the target by dynamic recrystallization. This produces a very small (submicron) grain size in both the rod erosion tube and target erosion tube in Figures 1B and 1C, respectively, which allows them to flow initially in the same direction toward the entrance surface. This feature is illustrated in the example of a single crystal (001)-oriented W kinetic energy rod penetrating a steel target in Figure 2. In this example, the dynamic recrystallization is particularly notable in the projectile because it in fact begins as a single crystal. In the degree of penetration shown in the half-section view of Figure 2, the rod erosion tube is observed to be a series of erosion planes flowing one over the other as a result of dynamic recrystallization grain sizes which are too small to observe. The target erosion tube is also a narrow flow zone, and when the rod erosion tube flows over the target erosion tube, some mixing occurs, even alloying the Fe target with the W projectile debris tube. Pizaña et al observed Fe-W or Fe,W phase regions in the mixing of the rod erosion tube and target erosion tube (Figure 2) using energy-dispersive X-ray (or energy-dispersive spectrometry) mapping in the SEM. Consequently, aerosol particulates (especially nanoparticulates) were observed as speciated Fe (from the target), W (from the projectile) and Fe,W alloy as a consequence of projectile/target mixing.

In our previous work, all debris particulates (D in Figure 1C) were collected systematically on impacted filters which allowed the size distributions to be controlled, although the large size distributions always contained the complete range of nanoparticulates along with larger particulates.

**Particulate characterization**

We selected a range of commercially manufactured micron-sized and nanosized particles of Fe, W, Ni, and Co from commercial sources in order to emulate possible elemental speciation for two tungsten heavy alloy rod compositions, ie, 91% (by weight) W, 5.6% Ni, 1.4% Fe, and 92% W, 6% Ni, and 2% Co. The micron-sized (powder) particulates were observed directly in a Hitachi S-4800 field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) fitted with an EDAX energy-dispersive spectrometry system by adhering them to a sampling platform. The nanosized powders were also examined in the FESEM and in a Hitachi H-9500...
TEM operating at 300 kV accelerating potential, employing an EDAX energy-dispersive spectrometry system. The TEM also employed a digital imaging camera which allowed direct magnifications in excess of 10,000,000×. The manufactured nanoparticulate powders were sprinkled onto a SiO/Formvar-coated Cu (200 mesh) TEM grid (3 mm diameter) and then sandwiched with another grid on top to contain the powder.

Cell culture viability assays
In vitro cytotoxicity assays were performed for the commercial micron-sized and nanosized particulates as well on the filter-collected ballistic particulates using a direct contact cell culture methodology as originally described by Garza et al11 and Soto et al. These assays used an immortalized A549 human lung epithelial cell line which provides an effective in vitro lung cell model which has been widely adopted as a human lung cell model. The cell line was obtained by the American Tissue Culture Collection from the carcinomatous lung tissue of a 58-year-old Caucasian male. The A549 cells were cultured in 12-well plates and then exposed for 48 hours (standard time for acute exposures). After the exposure period, they were transferred into a 96-well flat bottom plate to assess viability via the MTS assay. This colorimetric assay assesses relative viability as a function of color, which is directly proportional to the amount of cells available to convert the substrate into a color product. Finally, the absorbance was recorded at 490 nm using a spectrophotometer reader.
Results and discussion
Comparison of manufactured particulate microstructures with reference to filter-collected ballistic particulates

Figures 3 and 4 provide a reference basis for the filter-collected tungsten heavy alloy rod-Fe target debris particles for a W–Ni–Fe projectile penetrating a series of 10 Fe target plates 0.63 cm thick and spaced 1.25 cm apart at an initial impact velocity of 1.2 km/sec (Figure 1A). Figure 3 shows a typical FESEM view of the particulates collected on a filter along with the energy-dispersive spectra showing predominantly Fe, with W, C, and O. The C peak along with the K, for example, may represent intermixed combustion products, including soot-related nanoparticulates and coatings of other particulates related to the rod propellant composed primarily of nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, Ba(NO₃)₂, KNO₃, ethyl centralite, and graphite. The larger spherical particulates (≈1.5 µm) are primarily Fe, presumably representing Fe target debris. Note that particulates in the smaller range are aggregated. Correspondingly, Figure 4 shows a TEM view for the same filter-collected ballistic debris particulates scraped onto a coated grid sandwich. The nanosized spherical particulates as in Figure 3A are also generally Fe-rich, while the surrounding, diffuse aggregates are composed of metal or alloy nanoparticles bound by carbonaceous material. There is often a carbonaceous layer surrounding the larger, Fe-rich particulates, but this layer often appears to be a complex metal alloy. In addition to the dominant Fe spectra and notable W, there is a small Ni peak in Figure 4B, but the specific distribution of these elements within the particulates and aggregates is often unclear.

Figure 5 shows a bright-field TEM image and an elemental mapping sequence for W–Ni–Fe ballistic debris similar to Figure 4, whereby the larger particles in Figure 5 are composed of Fe and some Ni, while the very fine, aggregated nanoparticle debris is composed primarily of W and Ni. Figure 6 shows for comparison an elemental mapping sequence for W–Ni–Co ballistic debris also examined in the TEM. The irregular, small nanoparticulate background is observed to be primarily W-rich or nanoparticulate W with more irregular morphology. There is also some Co associated with the Ni region, which probably represents the approximately 6% Ni and 2% Co alloy nanoparticulates.

Figure 6 illustrates that the larger, spherical, or faceted nanoparticles (about 500 nm) are Ni–Co (with varying ratios
of Ni and Co) or Ni–Fe–Co compositions. The upper right particle in Figure 6A appears to be enclosed by a ring-like zone composed of Ni–Fe–Co with a lower concentration of W. Consequently, the larger, spherical micron-sized particulates as shown in the FESEM view of Figure 3A appear to be Fe or Fe-rich, while the nanosized spherical particulates in the TEM views in Figure 6 are alloy mixtures of Fe–Ni–Co or Ni–Fe. The smallest, aggregated nanoparticulate regimes are irregular, elemental W (≤50 nm), along with some Ni–Co or Ni–Fe alloy nanoparticulates representing the projectile matrices, respectively, although some of this aggregated nanoparticulate debris may be Ni-rich. The metal-rich ring surrounding a spherical particle in Figure 6A may also represent matter created by metal or alloy vapor in the same way that some metal particulates, particularly Fe, appear to be coated with carbonaceous matter.\(^8\) The lower right elemental map shows Ni, Fe, and very strong Co in the spherical-like particles, while the W is, as noted, prominent in the nanodebris area to the left, along with Ni as shown in the first elemental map for Ni.

In comparison with the ballistic debris collections examined in Figures 3–6, the manufactured particulate powders exhibited similar morphologies. These are illustrated typically in the sequence of FESEM and TEM observations shown in Figures 7–15. Figures 7 and 8 show two varieties of micron-sized Fe and W at different magnifications. The Fe particulates in Figure 7A and 7C are recognizably aggregated in the manufacturing process. The Fe particles are generally spherical, while the W particles are notably faceted single crystals.

Figures 9 and 10 compare nanoparticulate Fe and W powders, respectively, in the TEM, while each image also contains an FESEM insert. These particulates are also aggregated but contain a high fraction of very small particulates (5–50 nm) in contrast to a larger range of micron-sized spherical particles, creating a broad nanosized particle distribution with a smaller distribution of micron-sized particles (1–3 \(\mu\)m diameter), creating a skewed, bimodal size distribution toward the small nanoparticulate range.

Figure 1 compares the micron-sized or near-micron-sized powders for Ni and Co, respectively. In contrast to the micron-sized Fe and W powders in Figures 7 and 8, the generally aggregated Ni and Co powders are generally ≤1 \(\mu\)m, in contrast with the Fe and W powder particle sizes, which include particle sizes ≤3 \(\mu\)m. Nonetheless, these particulates exhibit a very narrow size distribution averaging roughly 0.8 \(\mu\)m.

Figures 12–14 compare the nanosized Ni and Co powders. The aggregated Ni particulates in Figure 12 exhibit growth
twins in otherwise perfect single-crystal particles. The FESEM insert in Figure 12 shows the aggregated, dominant nanoparticle size distribution. Figure 13 compares the nanoparticulate Ni in bright-field and dark-field (Figures 13A and 13B) imaging utilizing a small portion of the face-centered cubic selected-area electron diffraction pattern insert. The dark-field image confirms the single-crystal particulate nature and also illustrates their size and morphology more definitively. Correspondingly, Figure 14 shows a TEM image for the Co nanoparticulates with an FESEM image insert. These nanoparticulates are also aggregated in a fashion similar to the micron-sized particulates shown in Figure 11B.

Figure 15 shows a high-resolution TEM image for an aggregate of Co nanoparticulates which confirms the single-crystal, sintered particle nature. There is also evidence for an oxide layer enclosing the particles, while the Moire fringe pattern illustrates the extent of the Co crystal structure within an amorphous oxide layer approximately 3 nm thick.

We measured the particle size distributions for the manufactured micron-sized and nanosized powders illustrated comparatively in Figures 7–15, and noted the size range or width of the size distribution. In addition, we measured the average size for each size range of particles. These measurements along with other particle properties are listed in Table 1.
Viability assays and assay comparisons

In vitro assays in A549 human epithelial cell cultures for 48 hours for several assay groups representing ballistic debris collections reproduced from prior work by Machado et al. are shown in Figure 16A and 16B. These assays demonstrate...
that the A549 cells were killed so extensively that only aggregates of the nanoparticulates taken up by the cells remained, particularly for samples 11 and 3.

Figures 16C, 16E, and 16G show, in comparison with Figures 16A and 16B, that the single component (elemental) metal nanoparticulates (Table 1) exhibit notable cytotoxicity, which is not as significant as for the mixture of ballistic debris particulates shown in Figures 16A and 16B, especially for low concentrations in culture as shown in Figure 16G. There is a slight dominance of cytotoxic response for Fe and W nanoparticulates (Table 1), but this was not statistically significant. In contrast, Figures 16D, 16F, and 16H show that, for varying concentrations of micron-sized metal particulates in culture, there is no notable cytotoxicity as measured by cell viability. However, the consistent slight (albeit insignificant) decline in viability for Ni may reflect the fact that it is at the upper nanosized range, and the smallest sized micron powder (Table 1).

Inhaled particulates (including coarse nanoparticles <1 μm) initially encounter mucociliary clearance by the bronchial epithelial cells which moves the larger particles (>1 μm) towards the upper respiratory tract. However, the true nanoparticles (<1 μm) migrate to the alveoli where phagocytes and other cells with phagocytic ability work to arrest them. However, with phagocytic impairment, or for nanoparticles <100 nm which are not readily phagocytosed, nanoparticles can accumulate and even aggregate to create oxidative stress and inflammation. This can lead to various diseases, in which inflammation plays a major role, eg, in coronary heart disease and airway diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. A prominent mechanism responsible for the variety of nanoparticle toxicities assumes a shift in the redox balance of the cells towards oxidation as a consequence of the formation of reactive oxygen species which can, in the longer term, lead to DNA damage. In addition to oxidative stress, some nanoparticles can enhance the expression of specific viral receptors and lead to severe inflammation when exposed to viral infections, while other nanoparticles can decrease the expression of certain viral and bacterial receptors which lowers the resistance to some types of micro-organisms.

While the in vitro cell culture results for varying concentrations of elemental metal nanoparticulates (Fe, W, Ni, Co) shown in Figures 16C, 16E, and 16G are not as significant as those in Figure 16B, the lowest concentration in culture (Figure 16G) is comparable with Figure 16A, except for the Ni. Figures 16C–H illustrate that, consistent with many prior studies, there is a measurably greater cytotoxic in vitro response to the nanosized metal powders in contrast to the
Micron-sized powders, although Oberdörster et al have concluded that aggregated nanoparticles are not as toxic as smaller concentrations of single particles. Nonetheless, because essentially the entire ballistic aerosol regime, as well as the elemental nanoparticles, are aggregated (Figures 3–15), this finding does not detract from the cytotoxicity demonstrated in Figure 16. In addition, Murr et al have shown that a wide range of aggregated nanoparticulate species are noticeably cytotoxic, including a wide range of metal oxides and nanosoots.

In order to investigate the potential cytotoxic synergism of the rod alloys or mixtures of nanoparticle elements, cell culture studies identical to those shown in Figure 16 were conducted for mixtures of both the micron-sized powders and the nanosized powders, ie, Fe + W, Fe + Co, Fe + Ni in 50/50 mixtures in culture at concentrations of 10 μg/mL, 5 μg/mL, and 2.5 μg/mL (data not shown). The micron-sized powder particle mixtures showed no cytotoxic response, consistent with the single-component powders in Figures 16D, 16F, and 16H. There was a small but statistically insignificant cell viability reduction for the Fe + Co nanoparticulate mixture, leading us to the conclusion that elemental nanoparticulate synergism is apparently not an important contributor to the cytotoxic behavior observed for the ballistic aerosol in Figures 16A and 16B.

Figures 5 and 6 have demonstrated the propensity for W and Ni nanoparticulate aggregates, especially elemental
nanoparticulates in the range of 5 to 10 nm, with some elemental mixing especially in larger nanoparticles, possibly as a result of projectile erosion and mixing with the Fe target erosion regime by dynamic recrystallization as illustrated in Figure 2. On considering Figures 5 and 6 in comparison with the results of Figure 16A and 16B, and Figure 16C, 16E, and 16G along with Figure 16D, 16F, and 16H, there seems to be compelling evidence for a significant cytotoxic response for W, Fe, Ni, and Co nanoparticulates in contrast with micron-sized particulates of these elements. Consequently, on perusing Figures 4–6 retrospectively, it would appear that the ballistic debris cytotoxicity shown in Figure 16A and 16B results from the smallest nanoparticulate aggregates of W, or possibly Ni-Co or Ni-rich nanoparticles <10 nm. This conclusion also points to the prospect that it is primarily the tungsten heavy alloy projectile which exhibits or induces the significant cytotoxicity for ballistic aerosol debris.

Figure 16 Comparative cytotoxicities (as relative A549 epithelial cell viability). A) and B) show collections for four separate ballistic events, ie, two for W–Ni–Fe and two for W–Ni–Co KE rods penetrating Fe target plates. C) and D) compare nanosized and micron-sized powders at concentrations in culture of 10 µg/mL. E) and F) compare nanosized and micron-sized powders at concentrations in culture of 5 µg/mL. G) and H) compare nanosized and micron-sized powders at concentrations of 2.5 µg/mL. All cell culture assays A) to H) are compared with culture media as a control. A) and B) also show blank filter culture as a control. C) to H) show dimethyl sulfoxide as a control.

Notes: *P<0.5; **P<0.0015; ***P<0.0001.
Abbreviations: DMSO, Dimethyl Sulfoxide; ESPI, high purity metals manufacturing company.
Conclusion

Ballistic aerosols as well as manufactured micron-sized and nanosized particles representing the ballistic alloy compositions W, Fe, Ni, and Co, were characterized and exposed to cytotoxic experiments using a human lung epithelial A549 model cell line. Earlier work by Machado et al has shown that ballistic aerosol collections of aggregated nanoparticles averaging approximately 10 nm were highly toxic to this cell type in a very short time (48 hours), ie, the cells were killed so rapidly that there was no time to produce any anti-inflammatory markers, eg, interleukins 6 and 8. These are anti-inflammatory cytokines that stimulate the immune response to trauma that leads to inflammation, including tissue damage. Nanoparticles of, eg, Fe/W, W/Ni and W/Co exhibit noticeable cytotoxicity, but not as significantly as the mixture of ballistic aerosol. Although the commercially manufactured nanosized and micron-sized particles do not contribute significantly to epithelial cell death, there is a measurably greater cytotoxicity with the nanopowder particulates in contrast with the micron-sized particulates, in agreement with other comparative studies. The characterization of the ballistic aerosol particles in comparison with the commercial (manufactured) powders shows similar morphologies for both the nanosized and micron-sized using SEM and TEM analyses. Energy-dispersive spectrometry elemental mapping sequences of the collected ballistic aerosols show that the larger (micron-sized) particles are mainly Fe, but reveal mixtures of primarily W and Ni comprising the surrounding nanosized aggregated particles. There are limited observations regarding small particles and aerosols, chemistries, size distributions, and cytotoxic responses for these types of alloys and elements. Likewise, studies performed using other particles with a vast compositional range and microstructural characteristics exhibit respiratory inflammatory effects.

Taken together, the results of cytotoxicity assays indicate potential respiratory effects for manufactured elemental (W, Ni, Fe, Co) nanoparticles, especially W and Fe, while the collected ballistic aerosols, either W–Ni–Co or W–Ni–Fe, exhibit extreme cytotoxicity, and potential for serious health effects, especially in the short term. While W is normally not toxic in bulk or micron-sized form, nanosized W exhibits measurable cytotoxicity.
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<p>| Table 1 Experimental (manufactured) powder properties |
|---------------------------------------------|-----------------|-------------|-------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Size range (μm)</th>
<th>Mean size (μm)</th>
<th>Crystal structure</th>
<th>Lattice parameter (nm)</th>
<th>Particle morphology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Micron-sized range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe¹</td>
<td>0.4–4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe²</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.2–1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.2–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>0.3–2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Nanosized range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>10–2000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>10–500</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>6–5000</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>10–1000</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


